
M E T A M O R P H O S I S

Module Ten - You may get stuck beneath a stone.

Lesson One:  LIFETRAPS

Identifying which lifetraps are active in your life can help you understand yourself

better.

“A lifetrap is a pattern that starts in childhood and reverberates throughout life. It

began with something that was done to us by our families or other children or

other people. We were abandoned, criticized, overprotected, abused, excluded, or

deprived - we were damaged in some way.  Long after we leave the home we grew

up in, we continue to create situations in which we are mistreated, ignored, put

down, or controlled and in which we fail to reach our most desired goals.”

THE IRONY OF REPETITION: pg. 5

“That we keep repeating the pain of our childhood is one of the core insights of

psychoanalytic psychotherapy. Freud called this the repetition compulsion.”

“This is a baffling phenomenon. Why do we do this? Why do we reenact our pain,

prolonging our suffering?  Why don’t we build better lives and escape the pattern?

Almost everyone repeats negative patterns from childhood in self-defeating ways. This is

the strange truth with which therapists contend.”

“The technical term for a lifetrap is a schema. The concept of a schema comes from

cognitive psychology.  Schemas are deeply entrenched beliefs about ourselves and

the world, learned early in life. These schemas are central to our sense of self. To
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give up our belief in a schema would be to surrender the security of knowing who

we are and what the world is like; therefore, we cling to it, even when it hurts us.

These early beliefs provide us with a sense of predictability and certainty; they are

comfortable and familiar. In an odd sense, they make us feel at home.”

From Reinventing Your Life : The Breaththrough Program to End Negative Behavior

and Feel Great Again. (Under Further Reading)

LIFETRAP CORE BELIEFS:

The main beliefs underlying each lifetrap are as follows. According to the authors, people
usually have multiple lifetraps.

These two lifetraps relate to a lack of safety and security in your childhood.

1. The Abandonment Lifetrap:  “Please don’t leave me. “

2. The Mistrust and Abuse Lifetrap: “I can’t trust you.”

These next two lifetraps relate to the strength of your emotional connections to others.

3. The Emotional Deprivation Lifetrap: “I’ll never get the love I need.”

4. The Social Exclusion Lifetrap: “I don’t fit in.”

These next two lifetraps relate to your ability to function independently in the world.

5. The Dependence Lifetrap: “I can’t make it on my own.”

6. The Vulnerability Lifetrap: “Catastrophe is about to strike.”

These two lifetraps relate to your self-esteem.

7. The Defectiveness Lifetrap: “I’m worthless.”

8. The Failure Lifetrap: “I feel like such a failure.”
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These two lifetraps deal with Self-expression - your ability to express what you want and

get your true needs met.

9. The Subjugation Lifetrap: “I always do it Your way.”

10. The Unrelenting Standards Lifetrap: “It’s never quite good enough.”

This final lifetrap is associated with the ability to accept realistic limits in life.

11. The Entitlement Lifetrap: “I can have whatever I want.”

Note from Jeanne on Lifetraps:

The book goes on to say:  There is a common complaint about psychoanalysis: Insight is not

enough.

Insight is not enough and we know that.  We all know we are supposed to eat vegetables

and avoid sugar … but most of us don’t. 😇

However, this discussion of Lifetraps is useful for answering the question: Why do I hold on

to someone or something that is not good for me? This doesn’t mean that the feelings aren’t

real. They are VERY real.

Lesson Two - Your challenges

Write down the following:

1. First, to get started, write down what comes naturally to you, easily to you.

ie: making money, making friends, good health, making good decisions, fitness,
getting good jobs.
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2. What is a constant struggle for you?

ie: you get a good job, but you’re not promoted, you attract needy people into
your life, your relationships feel unsatisfying, you’re impatient with your children.

3. What do you find yourself fretting about each day?  What do you worry about all
of the time.

4. Which of the life traps we discussed seems the most present in your life? Which
of the main thoughts from each lifetrap do you have the most often? (See life
traps above.)

If nothing is coming up for you, then over the next 3 days meditate more often, sit with

these questions, ask for guidance. The answers will come in time as you remain open

and create time and space to hear guidance.
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